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The morphological and rheological properties of a
commercial propylene-ethylene copolymer (PEC) and a
series of blends with different concentrations of poly
(ethylene-co-propylene) are investigated. The blends
are prepared mixing PEC with fractions obtained from
it by solvent extraction. The phase structure of sam-
ples exposed to different thermal and mechanical
histories was analyzed using scanning electron micros-
copy. The linear viscoelastic properties of the molten
polymers were measured using different test sequen-
ces that include dynamic frequency and time sweeps.
The phase structure of most blends changes dramati-
cally with time when the polymers are kept in the molten
state due to the coalescence of the domains. For
example, the initial morphology of PEC which presents
domains of ~1 lm diameter changes to regions of
more than 10 lm of average diameter after 90 min at
1788C at rest. Coincidentally, the dynamic moduli of
the blends change during annealing reaching values
that depend on the mechanical history. For example,
the elastic modulus of PEC increases ~32% during a
dynamic time sweep of 45 min using a frequency of
0.1 s�1, while it decreases ~18% when a frequency of
1 s�1 is applied. Moreover, the modulus measured at
0.1 s�1 of samples annealed at rest during 45 min is
~58% larger than that of the fresh material. POLYM. ENG.
SCI., 47:912–921, 2007. ª 2007 Society of Plastics Engineers

INTRODUCTION

Since the production of polypropylene (PP) began in

1957, great research effort has been directed towards the

improving of the low temperature impact behavior of this

material. The most successful procedures found so far are

the mechanical blending of PP with polyethylene (PE) or

elastomers such as ethylene–propylene copolymer (EPR),

and the copolymerization of PP with ethylene or dienes

[1, 2]. An effective, commercially used copolymerization

process consists of the homopolymerization of propylene

in a first stage followed by the copolymerization of ethyl-

ene and propylene in a second stage. The propylene–eth-

ylene copolymers obtained in this way consist basically

of PP and a large variety of poly(ethylene-co-propylene)

molecules with different monomer ratios. These materials

present a complex morphology both in the solid and the

molten state because of the limited miscibility of the

components. Basically, the alloys present poly(ethylene-

co-propylene) domains embedded in a matrix composed

mainly by PP. The domains present a crystallizable frac-

tion consisting of polyethylene and ethylene-rich mole-

cules and an amorphous fraction composed of random co-

polymer molecules [3–7]. The properties of these materi-

als are strongly affected by both the matrix and dispersed

phase composition and by the morphology, which is

mainly determined by the interaction between components

and the processing conditions [6–9]. Moreover, the flow

may affect the morphology changing the degree and type

of dispersion on a local level, and the morphology gener-

ated by a given flow condition may not be stable when

the molten blend is brought to a motionless or a low-

stress state. Variations of the phase organization of the

blend with time may then be observed [9]. The compre-

hension of the time dependence of the morphology of

multiphase materials while at rest and during processing

is very important for the understanding of the perform-

ance of the final products and the applications of the

materials.

The change in size and composition of the phases of

immiscible polymeric systems with time may be caused

by the migration of one or more of the components, and

by the coalescence and breakup of the domains. A consid-

erable amount of work has been done to analyze the

effects of flow on the morphology and stability of poly-

mer blends [9]. However, only a few studies may be

found in the literature that analyze the effect of melt

annealing and postprocessing conditions on the morphol-

ogy and properties of blends [10–18]. Cheng et al. [10]

analyzed the effect of quiescent annealing at 2708C on

blends of polycarbonate with various brittle polymers and

impact modifiers simulating certain conditions that can

occur during molding or extrusion. These authors found

that a significant change in blend morphology occurs in

the first 2 min of melt annealing and that the dispersed
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phase shows significant size growth with time. In some

cases of ternary blends, they observed that the cocontinu-

ity generated during flow is lost during the melt anneal-

ing. Chen et al. [11] observed similar behavior using

blends of nylon with polyethylenes and polystyrenes. Xie

et al. [12] detected the development of gradient-phase

morphology in a molten blend of PP and ethylene-vinyl

acetate copolymer with an initial uniform distribution of

dispersed phase. The size of the particles was observed to

increase gradually towards the sample surface with

increasing annealing time and temperature. Fortelný and

Zivný [13] derived a theory for the coalescence of drop-

lets dispersed in molten quiescent polymer blends (with

more than 0.1% of dispersed phase) considering Van der

Waals type of driving forces for coalescence. They con-

clude that different combinations of interface mobility

and driving forces for coalescence can lead to the same

shape of the time dependence of droplet radius. The

theory predicts higher rates of coalescence than the ones

determined experimentally for a model system of low-

density polyethylene dispersed in polystyrene [14]. The

radius of the dispersed domains grows with time as t1/3.

The theory fails when the driving forces for coalescence

are weak. Li et al. [15] analyzed the evolution of the mor-

phology of PP/PE/EPR blends during quiescent annealing

at 1758C using different EPR concentrations. According

to these authors, the dispersed domains grew in size dur-

ing the annealing and the presence of EPR in the blends

retarded that growth. Feng and Hay [16] studied phase

separation in a commercial propylene–ethylene copolymer

with 8 mol% of global ethylene content and found that

the size of the discrete domains increases with annealing

time in the melt. According to these authors, the observed

reduction in the number of dispersed domains and the

consequent increase in domain sizes, is mainly due to

Ostwald ripening (minimization of total energy by reduc-

tion of interfacial area) and follows the theoretical predic-

tion with time of d � t1/3 and N � t�1. Here d is the av-

erage drop diameter and N is the number of particles.

The relationship between morphology and flow behav-

ior of blends is reciprocal in the sense that flow affects

the phase structure and alterations in the structure also

produce changes in the rheological response of polymer

blends. A large amount of information can be found in

the literature about morphological and rheological proper-

ties of immiscible polymer blends [9]. The relationship

between these properties is very complex and it cannot be

generalized. The main factors that affect the phase struc-

ture of polymer blends are: the concentration of dispersed

domains, the rheological properties of the components

and the interactions between them, the magnitude and rate

of the applied deformation, the presence of external forces

like gravity, and the processing conditions. Polymer

blends usually exhibit very slow relaxation processes that

are affected by the interfacial tension and the concentra-

tion, size and shape of the dispersed domains [9, 19–26].

The energy associated with these relaxation processes

affects the dynamic response of the blends and is nor-

mally perceived as an increase in the elastic modulus at

low frequencies.

Given the lack of information on the phase structure

and rheological behavior of heterophasic propylene–ethyl-

ene copolymers, we carried out the present work to ana-

lyze the time dependence of the morphology and the

rheological properties of molten copolymers with different

poly(ethylene-co-propylene) content. The materials were

generated by blending a commercial copolymer with dif-

ferent amounts of fractions separated from it by toluene

extraction. The effect of the annealing process on molten

materials kept at rest and on samples simultaneously sub-

jected to different deformation histories is analyzed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

The propylene–ethylene copolymer was supplied by

Petroquı́mica Cuyo S.A.I.C. (Mendoza, Argentina). It was

produced via sequential polymerization process. This

polymer, which is identified in the paper as PEC, has a

global ethylene content of 16.4 mol%. This value was

estimated from the method proposed by Paroli using area

ratios of infrared peaks [27]. The weight- and number-av-

erage molecular weights of PEC are 298,000 and 69,000

g/mol respectively. They were estimated using gel perme-

ation chromatography following the standard procedure

using Mark-Howink coefficients for polypropylene. The

runs were performed at 1408C in a Waters 150-C ALP/

GPC system equipped with a set of 10 mm PLGel col-

umns (Polymer Labs) having nominal pore size of 106,

104, and 500 Å, using 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene as solvent.

Two fractions were obtained from PEC by selective

extraction with toluene at 908C. This procedure separates

a toluene soluble fraction (S) from the rest of the poly-

mer, which is left as a residue (R). The soluble part,

which is about 12 wt% of the total mass, contains most

of the amorphous poly(ethylene-co-propylene) originally

in PEC and a small fraction of atactic PP from the matrix

[4]. Both fractions were characterized using differential

scanning calorimetry employing a Perkin Elmer system

Pyris 1. A heating rate of 108C/min was used in the range

of 30–1808C on samples previously subjected to a cycle

of melting and crystallization to erase the thermal history.

No melting endotherm was observed in the thermogram

of S indicating that this fraction contains essentially amor-

phous material. In the case of R, melting peaks were

observed at 120 and 1658C, indicating that this material is

mainly formed by polypropylene and ethylene-rich mole-

cules. Infrared spectroscopic results reveal that S contains

�50 mol% of ethylene. This result means that �8 wt% of

R is made of polyethylene and ethylene-rich molecules.

The composition of the copolymer is similar to that of the
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materials characterized by Zacur et al. using temperature-

rising elution fractionation (TREF) [4].

A set of materials were prepared by blending the origi-

nal PEC with different amounts of either S or R. The

mixing was done in a Brabender mixer (Plastograph)

equipped with a 55 cm3 bowl and roller blades. The mix-

ing conditions used in all the cases were 2008C, 30 rpm

of blade speed, and 10 min of mixing time. Nitrogen

atmosphere was used to avoid oxidation of the polymer.

The heterophasic polymers PEC and R were also proc-

essed using the conditions that were mentioned above to

ensure that all the materials used in the rheological study

had the same initial thermal and deformation histories.

The molten polymers were removed from the mixer bowl

and rapidly compress-molded to obtain plates of about

1.5 mm thick. Discs of 25 mm diameter were cut from these

plates to be used in the rheological study. S was not proc-

essed in the mixer before the rheological characterization.

Table 1 displays the proportion of PEC, S, and R used to

prepare each blend, as well as the nomenclature that iden-

tifies the generated alloys. The final ethylene content of

the blends is between 13 and 19 mol% while the amount

of amorphous poly(ethylene-co-propylene) goes from

4 wt% in PEC/R7 up to 20 wt% in PEC/S1.

Morphological Characterization

The phase structure of the copolymers was studied ana-

lyzing fracture surfaces by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) in a Jeol JSM-35CF system with 6 kV acceleration

voltage. The analyzed specimens were �1.5 mm thick

samples that were fractured at liquid nitrogen temperature.

Phase contrast was achieved by sinking the specimens in

toluene for �1 h to extract the soluble material S in the

surface. The resulting surfaces were finally coated with a

thin layer of gold for SEM examination.

Rheological Characterization

The rheological characterization was carried out under

nitrogen atmosphere using a rotational rheometer from

Rheometrics (model RDA-II). The elastic modulus, G0(o),

and the viscous modulus, G00(o), were measured at 1788C
in small-amplitude oscillatory shear flow experiments.

This type of flow is normally used to study the rheologi-

cal behavior of blends due to the relatively small effects

that it has on the morphology [9]. Measurements were

performed using 25 mm parallel plate fixtures and sam-

ples of �1.5 mm thick. All the runs were repeated using

at least two different samples of each material with simi-

lar thermal history. Excellent agreement between the

results was found in all the cases. Along the paper, we

use the elastic modulus, G0(o), and the dynamic viscosity,

Z’(o) ¼ G00(o)/o, to represent the results.

Three types of tests were performed: dynamic strain

sweep (DSS), dynamic frequency sweep (DFS), and

dynamic-time sweep (DTS). The DSS were used to deter-

mine the extent of the linear viscoelastic region of each

polymer. A constant rate of 10 s�1 was used in all the

DSS runs. The DFS were applied in the range from 0.04

to 400 s�1 using a strain previously selected in the linear

viscoelastic regime. This test lasts �20 min. The DTSs

were applied at 1788C during a period of 45 min using a

constant frequency of 0.1 or 1 s�1. The tests will be fur-

ther described in the following sections.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Phase Structure of PEC

Figure 1 displays four micrographs of samples of PEC

that have been subjected to different thermo-mechanical

histories. These pictures have been selected from among

many micrographs as representative of the observed coa-

lescence phenomenon. In all of them, the dispersed cav-

ities were produced by the poly(ethylene-co-propylene)

extracted by the toluene while the quasispherical particles

that lie on the surface or inside the cavities are formed by

the ethylene-rich molecules. Some of the particles origi-

nally in the fracture surface may have been swept away

by the solvent during the extraction process.

The micrographs in Fig. 1 clearly show the progressive

change of the phase structure of PEC with time when the

material is subjected to annealing at 1788C. The initial

polymer (Fig. 1a) presents spherical domains of about

1 mm of diameter homogeneously dispersed in the matrix.

These domains grow in size when the sample is kept at

rest in the molten state. For example, after 8 min of

annealing (see Fig. 1b), the domains reached a diameter

of about 4 mm. A closer examination of the structure

shows evidence of domain coalescence through the bundle

of holes and of particles that can be seen in some zones

of the surface. The coalescence and growth of the dis-

persed phase continue when the material is kept longer

periods of time in the melt. Figures 1c and d, which

correspond to samples that have been at 1788C for 90 and

180 min (respectively), show domains and holes larger

than 10 mm. Furthermore, the dramatic increase in size of

the ethylene-rich areas is so large that, after 3 h of

annealing, the appearance of the phase structure even sug-

gests cocontinuity. The evolution of the microstructure is

TABLE 1. Composition and estimated final concentration of soluble

material of the blends expressed as weight percentages.

PEC (wt%) S (wt%) R (wt%)

Global content

of S (wt%)

PEC/S1 91 9 — 20

PEC/S0 95 5 — 16

PEC 100 — — 12

PEC/R1 91 — 9 11

PEC/R2 77 — 23 9

PEC/R5 67 — 33 8

PEC/R7 30 — 70 4
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a consequence of the tendency of immiscible systems to

reduce the surface energy associated with interfacial area.

This process is realized by a coalescence mechanism

where the coarsening might occur by small domains that

impinge on each other by translational diffusion [13].

Initial Dynamic Behavior

Figure 2 shows the dynamic viscosity Z0(o) and the

elastic modulus G0(o) of PEC and the fractions S and R.

Fresh samples were used in all the experiments. The

dynamic moduli of PEC may correspond to a material

with morphology similar to the one shown in Fig. 1b

since �10 min has elapsed by the time the first data point

of a DFS is obtained (at 0.04 s�1). The large values of

the dynamic moduli of S indicate that this is a material of

relatively large molecular weight. Similar behavior has

been found in the literature for equivalent materials [7,

8]. The data of PEC agree with the typical rheological

behavior of a polymeric blend. At large frequencies, both

Z0 and G0 are close to the corresponding parameters of R,

which constitutes 88 wt% of PEC. Meanwhile, at small

frequencies, the dynamic moduli of PEC are larger than

the ones of both S and R. This is a behavior frequently

found in immiscible blends [9, 19–26] where the slow

relaxation processes of the interfaces add to the molecular

FIG. 1. SEM micrographs of rapidly cooled samples of PEC after mixing in the blender (a) and after being

at rest at 1788C for 8 min (b), 90 min (c), and 180 min (d). Size of the observed zones: 47 � 60 mm.

FIG. 2. Dynamic viscosity and elastic modulus of PEC, S and R at 1788C.
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relaxation of the polymer. These relaxation processes

should affect more the elastic than the viscous properties

of a polymeric blend. In the present case, the increase in

the viscous modulus is larger than the one that is usually

observed in two-component blends. Evidence of the exis-

tence of a blend can also be found in the rheological

behavior of the residual material. The evolution of the

elastic modulus of R, which is form by the PP and the

ethylene-rich molecules, shows the typical increase at low

frequencies due to the effect of the presence of an inter-

face. The attempt of using the emulsion model of Palierne

[28] to predict the rheological behavior of PEC as a blend

of S and R gave unsatisfactory results. This is a predict-

able conclusion since R is not a homogeneous polymer

and PEC is not a binary mixture with dispersed domains.

Brahimi et al. [29], who have studied blends of PE, poly-

styrene, and hydrogenated styrene-butadiene copolymer,

made an equivalent attempt. They also found that the pre-

dictions of the emulsion model of Palierne did not agree

with the rheological behavior of the complex blends.

The phase morphology and the rheological response of

fresh samples of the blends were also studied and com-

pared. The analyzed materials differ basically in the con-

centration of poly(ethylene-co-propylene), the rubbery

material. When the amount of S in the blends is small,

this polymer locates in the interphase between the PP and

ethylene-rich material, compatibilizing these two phases

[3–7]. As the concentration of S increases, part of this

polymer may exist as a separated phase in the PP matrix.

Li et al. [15], using confocal fluorescence microscopy,

observed the presence of EPR domains in a 85/15 ratio

PP/PE matrix for EPR concentrations larger than 10 wt%.

For smaller concentrations of rubbery material (2–5 wt%),

this polymer is localized in the interphase between the PE

droplets and the PP matrix. As an example of the initial

phase structure of our blends, Figs. 3 and 4 display the

morphology of PEC/S1 and PEC/R7 respectively, which

are the materials with the largest (�20 wt%) and the

smallest (�4 wt%) concentration of S respectively. Each

figure displays the morphology captured with two magni-

FIG. 3. SEM micrographs of a fresh sample of PEC/S1. Size of the

displayed zones: 47 � 60 mm (top) and 16.5 � 21 mm (bottom).

FIG. 4. SEM micrographs a of fresh sample of PEC/R7. Size of the

displayed zones: 47 � 60 mm (top) and 16.5 � 21 mm (bottom).
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fications (2000� and 6000�). These photographs can also

be compared with the micrograph of the initial phase

structure of PEC presented in Fig. 1a. The surface of

PEC/R7 exhibits disperse quasi-spherical holes and par-

ticles of ethylene-rich polymer, while that of PEC/S1 con-

tains bundles of particles and larger holes left by the dis-

solved rubbery material. Some of the particles originally

in the analyzed fracture-surface may have been swept

away by the solvent during the extraction process used to

obtain phase contrast. This effect should be more noticea-

ble as the concentration of S increases.

Figure 5 displays the initial dynamic parameters of the

blends. The dynamic behavior of PEC, S and R are also

included in this Figure to facilitate the comparison. At

high frequency, all the materials present elastic and vis-

cous moduli very similar to that of R (the residual mate-

rial that constitutes 80 wt% or more of the copolymers).

At low frequency, were the morphology of the blends has

a larger impact, different values of the moduli can be

observed. The PEC/Ri blends that were obtained adding

the residual material to PEC present dynamic moduli that

gradually decrease as the concentration of R increases.

The relatively low value of the viscous and elastic moduli

of R produces the gradual decrease of the moduli of the

blends with respect to those of PEC. However, the addi-

tion of amorphous poly(ethylene-co-propylene) material

(S) to PEC does not follow that trend and it does not pro-

duce a further increase of the dynamic moduli. Actually,

the original copolymer, PEC, presents the largest moduli

at low frequency while the blends that were obtained add-

ing 5 and 9 wt% of S to PEC display parameters slightly

smaller. The rheological response of the analyzed materi-

als agree with the fact that they are blends of PEC and ei-

ther S or R that do not necessarily have the phase mor-

phology of commercial copolymers of equivalent compo-

sition.

Transient Rheological Behavior

The transient rheological behavior of the blends is ana-

lyzed at 1788C using different sequences of rheological

tests. All the sequences begin with a DFS that lasts

�20 min and proceed with either a DTS or an equivalent

period of no deformation. Another DFS is applied at the

end of the test sequences. The DTS consists of 45 min of

oscillatory shear flow at constant frequency. The data

obtained in the initial DFS are the ones already shown in

Fig. 5.

Behavior of PEC. Figure 6 shows the parameters Z0(o)

and G0(o) of PEC after different mechanical histories.

The full lines correspond to the dynamic moduli obtained

in the initial DFS (already shown in Fig. 2). Each

sequence of ‘‘initial DFS—period of annealing with or

without oscillatory flow–final DFS’’ was performed on a

fresh sample of PEC. As it may be observed in the Fig-

ure, the final rheological parameters depend on the

thermo-mechanical history applied to the sample. The

largest values are obtained when the material has been

kept in the molten state with no deformation. Further-

more, the largest increase in the value of the dynamic

data is obtained when the elapsed time is the longest

(compare curves obtained after 45 and 90 min of no de-

formation). When the material is subjected to 45 min of

continuous oscillatory shear flow with a small frequency

(0.1 s�1), the parameters measured in the final DFS are

also larger than the original ones although not as large as

FIG. 5. Dynamic viscosity and elastic modulus of fresh samples of all

the blends at 1788C. Solid lines: PEC; long dashed lines: S; short dashed

lines: R.

FIG. 6. Dynamic viscosity and elastic modulus of samples of PEC sub-

jected to an initial DFS followed by different mechanical histories at

1788C. (~): 90 min at rest; (þ): 45 min at rest; (�): 45 min at 0.1 s�1;

(^): 45 min. at 1 s�1.
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those of the samples kept at rest. However, if the material

is constantly deformed at a frequency of 1 s�1, the

dynamic moduli of the annealed polymer are smaller than

the parameters of the fresh sample. In all the cases, the

difference between the final values of G0 and Z0 and the

original ones increases as the frequency decreases. This

phenomenon agrees with the fact that the phase structure

of a blend affects mainly the slow relaxation processes.

The elastic modulus of PEC and the fractions R and S

measured during the DTS are presented in Fig. 7. These

data were obtained from samples that have been subjected

to an initial DFS. The curves of G00(t) of the three poly-

mers are similar to those of G0 and display the same

trends. As it may be observed, the parameters of the solu-

ble material, S, remain constant during the tests while the

moduli of the heterogeneous R display a slight depend-

ency with time, at least at o ¼ 1 s�1. Meanwhile, the

dynamic parameters of PEC increase when a frequency of

0.1 s�1 is used and they decrease at 1 s�1. In this case,

the decrease is larger than the one observed in Fig. 6.

The reason for this discrepancy is that the data of the

final DFS actually correspond to a material that has been

further annealed after the DTS, in a practically quiescent

state, because of the time it takes to measure the moduli

at low frequencies. This further annealing produces an

increase back of the parameters. Although more noticea-

ble in the data measured using a frequency of 1 s�1, this

is an effect that is present in all the results of Fig. 6. The

rheological behavior of R and S shown in Fig. 7 indicates

that polymer degradation during the transient tests is neg-

ligible. The frequency of 1 s�1 is the largest one used in

the DTS because evidence of viscous heating was found

when a frequency of 10 s�1 was used. The change in the

rheological parameters of PEC may be caused by the

combined effects of a gradual modification of the phase

structure of the polymer during the annealing and the

gradual change of the composition of molecular chains at

the interface. This last effect in turn changes the strength

of the interface which in turn changes the rheological

behavior. Furthermore, according to the results, these

modifications are affected by the applied mechanical his-

tory.

The rheological study was complemented with the ex-

amination of the phase structure of the polymers using

SEM. The morphological study was carried out on sam-

ples used in the rheological study and that were carefully

cooled to room temperature after the DTS or the anneal-

ing at rest. No final DFS is applied to these samples. The

cooling was done as fast as possible (in �1 min) keeping

the material under no tension to avoid deformation. The

polymeric disks were later broken in two halves following

the procedure commented in the Experimental section.

All the annealed materials display dispersed domains

larger than those seen in the fresh samples of PEC com-

ing from the mixer (Fig. 1a). With one exception, the

images of the phase structure of the annealed materials

turn out to be practically indistinguishable, regardless of

the applied deformation history and of the location in the

fracture-surfaces. In all the cases, the phase structure

looked like the image shown in Fig. 8a and c, which cor-

responds to the material used in the DTS with o ¼ 1 s�1

and near the center of the disk. The photographs that sug-

gest a difference in structure are the ones that correspond

to the material kept 45 min under oscillatory flow at

1 s�1 and were taken near the edge of the disc, at r % R
(see Fig. 8b and d). The domains that appear in this area

of the copolymer seem to be a little smaller and more

homogeneously dispersed.

Clearly, the rheological characterization has a sensibil-

ity to details of the phase and interphase structures of the

copolymer that the microscopic method used in the study

does not posses. The fact that the structures observed by

SEM might not represent exactly the phase organization

during flow due to the cooling and extraction processes

applied to the samples, it must also be taken into account.

Behavior of the Blends. The effect of the thermo-rheo-

logical history on the dynamic properties of the blends is

qualitatively similar to that observed in PEC in all the

cases except PEC/R7; that is, the dynamic moduli change

during the annealing and the largest values are observed

in samples annealed at rest during 90 min. Figure 9 shows

the elastic modulus G0(o) of all the materials measured

during the dynamic time weeps with o ¼ 0.1 and 1 s�1.

These tests were performed after an initial DFS. The data

corresponding to PEC are also included in the Figure.

Although not shown here, the curves of G00(o) display the

same qualitative behavior than those of the elastic modu-

lus. For a frequency of 0.1 s�1, the rheological properties

of the copolymers increase with time, except in the case

of PEC/R7 that has properties that remain constant in

FIG. 7. Elastic modulus of PEC, R, and S measured in dynamic time

sweeps at 1788C. The gray zones are the regions determined by the min-

imum and maximum values of G0 measured in each case.
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time. For the cases in which the properties change, the

rate of variation decreases with time and the properties

approach a constant value. On the other hand, for a fre-

quency of 1 s�1, the viscous and elastic properties of all

the polymers decrease with time, also approaching con-

stant values. In both tests, PEC is the material that

presents the largest rates of variation of the moduli at a

given time. These rates slightly decrease as the concentra-

tion of R increases. The fact that S and R have rheologi-

cal parameters that do not suffer any noticeable variation

with time may be the cause of this effect. Consequently,

when either S or R is added to PEC, the time dependence

of the generated blends is not as significant as in the case

of the original PEC. The evolution of the elastic modulus

of the blends obtained during the DTS tests at 0.1 s�1

(which should not be substantially affected by the me-

chanical history) was fitted with a potential model (G0 �
tN). Values of the N of 0.350 6 0.053 were obtained. The

solid lines in Fig. 9 correspond to the moduli predicted

using the power-law model. It is interesting to note that,

in spite of the complexity of the copolymer compositions,

FIG. 8. SEM micrographs of a specimen of PEC subjected to a DFS followed by a DTS at 1 s�1 applied

during 45 min at 1788C. The images were obtained at half the width and near the center of the disk (a,c) and

near the external edge of the disk (b,d). Size of the observed zones: 121 � 153 mm (a,b) and 47 � 60 mm

(c,d).

FIG. 9. Evolution of the elastic modulus of all the blends at 1788C dur-

ing the dynamic time sweeps. Full lines: power-law fit of the data at 0.1

s�1. PEC (*); for other symbols see Fig. 5.
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this behavior is similar to the power dependence on time

of the domain diameters predicted by both Ostwald ripen-

ing and the coalescence mechanisms (d � t1/3) [13, 16].

The phase structure of the blends before and after the

annealing process was also analyzed using SEM. All the

materials show evidence of coalescence of the dispersed

domains after the annealing, even PEC/R7. This effect is

more important in the blends with larger concentration of

S and in the samples subjected to annealing in the quies-

cent state. Four images are displayed in Fig. 10 to illus-

trate the observed morphologies. When they are compared

with images in Figs. 3 and 4, the coalescence of the poly

(ethylene-co-propylene)- and ethylene-rich areas is evi-

dent. Figure 10a and b corresponds to blend PEC/S0 after

90 min at rest and after a DTS applied during 45 min

using a frequency of 1 s�1, respectively. Coalescence can

be appreciated in both photographs although the size of

the domains seems to be slightly larger in Fig. 10a than

in Fig. 10b. The phase structure of the blends PEC/R2

and PEC/R7 after 90 min at rest is shown in Fig. 10c and

d (respectively). These two Figures, together with Figs.

10a and 1c, illustrate the effect of the concentration of S

on the final phase structure of the blends. As the amount

of soluble material in the copolymer decreases, the size of

the coalesced domains decreases when the same thermo-

mechanical history is considered. The comparison of Fig.

10d with Fig. 4 (top) indicates that even PEC/R7 experi-

ences coalescence during annealing.

SUMMARY

This work studies the effect of melt annealing on the

phase structure and rheological behavior of a commercial

propylene-ethylene copolymer (PEC) and blends of PEC

and fractions obtained by toluene extraction. All the mate-

rials have approximately the same ethylene-rich material/

PP ratio and different poly(ethylene-co-propylene) con-

centrations. This concentration ranges from �4 up to �20

wt%. All blends showed particle-dispersion morphology

after mixing in a Brabender equipment. The size and con-

centration of these particles increases as the concentration

of rubbery material increases. Annealing in the quiescent

state and with simultaneous oscillatory flow at 0.1 or

1 s�1 frequency was used to test the stability of the

FIG. 10. SEM micrographs of the blend PEC/S0 subjected to an initial DFS at 1788C followed by 90 min

at rest (a) and 45 min at 1 s�1 (b) and of the blends PEC/R2 (c) and PEC/R7 (d) subjected to an initial DFS

at 1788C followed by 90 min at rest. Size of the observed zones: 47 � 60 mm.
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materials at 1788C. The results obtained so far illustrate

the complex behavior that multi-component polymers like

propylene–ethylene copolymers may display. The mor-

phology generated in the copolymers by the mixing con-

ditions is thermodynamically unstable. The strong interac-

tions between the components induce the coalescence of

the domains while the polymers are kept in the molten

state. Consequently, both the distribution of dispersed

domains and the rheological properties gradually change

in the series of materials studied. The ethylene-rich areas

change in size from �1 to more than 10 mm of average

diameter after 90 min of annealing at rest. Meanwhile,

the elastic modulus practically duplicates under the same

conditions. If the materials are deformed at a constant fre-

quency during the annealing, the change in the properties

is smaller. Furthermore, if the frequency is sufficiently

large (1 s�1), the moduli even decrease. The rheological

results indicate that the applied thermo-mechanical history

affects the morphology of the blends. However, no appre-

ciable difference in phase organization was detected

among the annealed samples of a given blend. Further-

more, the interphase composition, which may gradually

change during annealing, may also contribute to the

observed rheological changes. At present, we are extend-

ing the study to propylene-ethylene copolymers of differ-

ent molecular weight and structure to analyze the effect

of the viscosity and relaxation time of the components on

the stability of the materials.
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